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On the Security of the Improved Knapsack
Cryptosystem
Hidenori KUWAKADOt and Hatsukazu TANAKAt, Memb~

SUMMARY We discuss the security of the improved knapsack
cryptosystem that Kobayashi and Kimura have pro posed. Two
attacking methods for their cryptosystem are proposed; one is the
method fo r obtaining secret keys from public keys by using the
continued fraction, and the other is for decrypting the ciphen ext
without knowing secret keys. We show that their cryptosystem is
not secure against these attacks.
key words: public-key cryptosystem. knapsack problem. choice
of encryption keys. continued fraction. LLL algorithm

1.

Introduction

Kobayashi and Kimura have shown a new concept on
public-key cryptosystems. The new concept is that
a sender can choose encryption keys from a given
encryption-key set. They have proposed an improved
knapsack cryptosystem based on this concept (the KK
scheme)[ I ].

We propose two auacking methods on the KK
scheme; one uses the conti nued fraction algorithm, and
the other uses the LLL algorithm. We show that the
KK scheme is not secure against the proposed attacking
methods.
On the KK scheme, we follow the notation of[ I ],
and denote an equation number in [ I] by, for example,
Eq.(KK-I).
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n 2 + n. From Eq. (KK·5), the possible minimum val.
ues of ~i-l and ~i are (kAm + l)(P + k + l)i-1 and
(k + l )(kAm + 1)(k2 + k
Am £: n 2 + n, we have
p ~ (k(n'
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Moreover Eq. (4) is transformed to the follo wing equation.
rj

=!:...- (1 + Sli),
S2j

(5)

£p

where £ is an unknown integer. Here, ri a nd p in the left
side are known val ues, and Sij and in the right side are
unkn own values. Using the extended continued fraction
algorithm [ 2], we can find the smallest pair (31j,S2j )
satisfying Eq.(5). By substituting such (s1i,S2i) into
Eq. (3), Vj is computed. We obtain Vj for all j with
the method stated above. As the result of our com·
puter simu lation, we know that Vj is equal to Wi for
many j. Hence, the val ue that often appears among
Vj (1 ~ j ~ 2n) can be adopted as the guess of Wi.
We co mpute the matrix E' as E' = Wi E mod p, where
the matrix E is the public key in Eq. (KK·IO). Using
Eq.(l), we can separate£' into A and B2 in Eqs.(KK·
2)(KK-7). Moreover. from Eq. (I), B1 can be obtained
from B2 . Therefore, all secret keys can be obtained.

e

Although there are many secret keys in the KK scheme.
they can be always computed if the value of w- I mod p,
denoted by Wi, is known, where w is one of se·
cret keys. Hence, we attempt to obtain the va lue of
Wi. From Eqs.(KK·I)(KK-5)(KK·S), the follow ing in·
equality holds.
al

(2)

where eij is one of public keys. Notice that it is guaran·
teed that there exists such Vj in the KK scheme. Namely.
Wi is o ne of such vi .
The method for finding such Vi is shown as follows.
For simplicity, we assume that eij is relatively prime to
p. It is not difficult to extend the method described here
to the case of gcd(eij ,p) =+= 1. Let ri = e1j/e2i modp.
We have the following modular equation from Eq. (3).

P

0<

respectively. Since

+ n) + l )(k' + k + i)" + L

From Eq . (2), we observe that p
is small. This property is useful
Wi. Fo r 1 ~ j ~ 2n, we attempt
of Slj and S2j become to be as

Proposed Methods

2. 1 Method I

+ l)i- l,

(I)

where ai and bi are secrete keys, and p is one of
public keys. We can evaluate the possible minimum
value of p as follows. Since the possible minimum
value of ai is i, the possible minimum value of Am is
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2.2

Method If

For a given ciphertext C.ler consider the following rna·
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trix UI , which is a modified versIOn of the LagariasOdlyzko matrix [3].
1 0
o 1

0
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where hj = €i2j - l + €i2j mod p and eil. is an element
of the public matrix E in Eq . (KK-IO). For t = 0 to
nk - 1, the following steps are carried out; (i) construct
the matrix Ut as Eq. (6), (ii) find short vectors by applying the LLL algorithm to Ut , (iii) for each short vectors
obtained above, check if it includes the p laintext, (i v)
if such a vector is found , then select elements of the
plaintext from it, otherwise, set t __ t + 1 and go to (j).
We explain the reason why the plaintext can be
computed from the short vector. Let the plaintext be
{ml, ·· ·,m n }. Ifa senderchooseselj (lfj~2n) in
Eq.( KK-IO) as the encryption keys, then the (2n + 1)dimension vector V = {ml,O,m2,O,···,m n ,O,O} can
be expressed as the linear combination of row vectors
of Eq. (6) for some t. Note that the order of mi and
depends on the chosen encryption keys. Since the length
of V is at most k..fii, the length of V is much shorter
than that of row vectors of Eq. (6). Hence, such V might
be found via the LLL algorithm. It is easy that the
plaintext is obtained from V because of the form of V.

°
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Simulation Results

In this section , suppose that mi = 0 or 1 (1 f i f n).
Table I shows the probability such that secret keys can
be computed with the method I. The probability ofsuccess of the method I is equal to that of guessing Wi COfrectly. We discuss the rare case that the 'method I fai ls.
In Eq.(3), let Zj be the greatest common divisor of Slj,
S2j and w'. If Zj
1 for almost j, then the value of w'
can not be guessed correctly because the value of Wi / Zj
is given by the extended continued fraction algorithm.
In th is case, correct secret keys can not be obtained.
However, it seems difficult that a user makes Zj large
fo r almost j . Hence, by using the simple exhaust search
on the multiples of the guess, it is possible to find the
true value of Wi. In the simulation of Table I, such a
search is not carried out Figure I shows the probability of success of the method II. The horizontal axis of
Fig. I is the Humming weight (the number of ones) of
the plaintext If the Humming weight is large, then the
method II is not effective. The reason is that the LLL
algorithm can not always find the shortest vector when
the number o f rows of Ut is large.

*

4.

n=64 ......
n=80·..
n=96-

Conclusion

The KK scheme is not secure against the proposed at-
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tacks. The method I uses the fact that the modulus is
much larger than the values of secret keys. The method
II is one of the low-density attacks. From the point of
view of the complexity of solving the knapsack problem, we discuss the security of the KK scheme. For the
binary plaintext with n elements, the LLL algorithm
with 2n + 1 dimensions is carried out at most n ti mes
in the method n. On the other hand, in order to solve
the binary knapsack problem with n elements, the LLL
algorithm with n+ 1 dimensions is carried out one time.
The running time of the LLL algorithm is in proportion 10 the number of dimensions to the fourth power.
Hence, the runn ing time of the method n is at most
n((2n + l)/(n + 1))' ('" 16n) times a5 long as that for
solving the binary knapsack problem.
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